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Here you can find the menu of Pearls Bubble Tea in Brighton and Hove. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Pearls Bubble

Tea:
best bad tee around. I tried about half the menu and found nothing I hate! I recommend pearls always friends

and now I have difficulty maintaining with the commands of men when I show up! really friendly staff is a bonus!
read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations,

Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat and drink. What Lilac82 doesn't like about
Pearls Bubble Tea:

We visited as a family, friendly staff and great service. The environmental impact of this place is concerning, all
plastic cups and was told I couldn’t use a glass. No facilities to recycle so had to take the cups home with us.

Really shocking given the current climate situation. Pictures all over front of shop promoting plastic cups. Please
do better! Will not be returning until the policy on this changes. read more. Traditional menus are prepared in the

kitchen of Pearls Bubble Tea in Brighton and Hove with original Asian spices fine, The visitors of the
establishment also appreciate the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the

establishment has to offer. The Asian fusion cuisine is likewise an important part of Pearls Bubble Tea. Anyone
who finds the everyday and generally known dishes too ordinary should approach with a willingness to

experiment and try some exciting combination of ingredients taste, In addition, numerous customers look forward
to enjoying traditional Vietnamese menus with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a stop at the

Pearls Bubble Tea.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
ICED TEA

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

Te�/Koffe�/Mil�
MILK TEA

Ho� drink�
TEA

Noodl� i� Soup
TAIWANESE

Specialt� Drink�
PEACH

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

Ingredient� Use�
FRUIT

WATERMELON

CHOCOLATE

MILK

LYCHEE
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